
Personal Details
 16-year-old female diagnosed with ADHD 6 months ag

 Key symptoms are inattentiveness, disruptive behaviour (both affecting school 

performance

 Initially prescribed modified release methylphenidate and increased dose to 72mg 

daily over a period of 4 months but was stopped due to non-respons

 Subsequently prescribed atomoxetine but stopped after 4 weeks due to 

intolerance (hyperhidrosis, persistent headache

 Untreated for the last 4 weeks as refused to consider alternative medication 

option

 Ordered pharmacogenetic testing to help explore previous treatment responses, 

and to help convince patient to try a better tailored therapy

Pharmacogenetic testing validated patient’s experience and created a dialogue which ultimately led to a succesful trial of 

a new treatment option (lisdexamfetamine).

16-Year Old Patient with Uncontrolled ADHD Following 2 Failed Medications

Mental Health Case Study 1

Cases based on Canadian experience so may differ slightly to normal UK prescribing protocols.

 Diagnosis at age 15 (6 months ago) due to difficulty focusing, distractibility, 

frequent disruptions in class by engaging with other students, tapping 

pencil on desk

History of Present Illness

 Methylphenidate modified release was initially tried over a period of 4 months (up titrated to 72 mg) but stopped due to 

lack of respons

 Atomoxetine was subsequently tried at 20 mg x 3 days, then 40 mg x 4 weeks but stopped due to excessive sweating 

and headach

 Patient is refusing further treatment options given recent experience and is untreated for the past 4 weeks

Chief Complaint
ADHD

Past Medical History
Mild asthma 

Allergies
Penicillin

Medications
Salbutamol  100 mcg MDI PRN 

(1-2 uses per month)

According to NICE, ADHD has a prevalence of up to 9% in children and impacts school, home life and leisure activities1. As a 

result, treatment approaches can have far-ranging impacts on the population.



This case is important because it illustrates the difficulties associated with trial-and-error prescribing in pediatric ADHD, 

which can ultimately impact functioning during a formative period. Given the prevalence of ADHD, this scenario represents a 

common occurrence that is being inadequately managed using current practices and posits that inclusion of 

pharmacogenetic testing within standard care can ultimately improve pediatric patient outcomes.

BACKGROUND
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 Attends high schoo

 Lives at home with parents and brothe

 Sedentary and mostly house-boun

 Does not consume alcohol, caffeine, nicotine, or cannabis containing 

products

Social History
 No relevant findings

Family History

 No significant findings (central nervous system, head-eyes-ear-nose-throat, cardiovascular, respiratory, gastrointestinal, 

genitourinary, endocrine, musculoskeletal, dermatologic systems)

Physical Assessment

Pharmacogenetic testing validated past trials:

Recall that patient experienced a lack of effect with methylphenidate.

Pharmacogenetic testing reveals which medications and doses have the highest likelihood of treatment success for patients 

based on their unique genetic profile. Treatment success is based on predicted tolerability and effectiveness of the 

medication.

InvestigationsLabs
Conners CBRS T-Score = 68

Diagnosed with ADHD 
according to the DSM-5 criteria2

All parameters within normal 
ranges

Vital Signs
115/71 mmHg, HR 61, 


Temp 36.9°C, RR 15

PHARMACOGENETIC TESTING 

You may have a reduced response to this 
medication.

Preliminary Data Recommendation

You have a variant in gene: COMT

ADHD - Stimulants and Non-Stimulants

Ritalin, Concerta, Daytrana, 
Metadate

Methylphenidate

You have an increased risk of side effects from this 
medication. A dose adjustment is recommended for 
children and adolescents with this genetic profile.

Intermediate Metabolizer

You have a variant in gene: CYP2D6

ADHD - Stimulants and Non-Stimulants

Strattera

Atomoxetine
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Recall that patient experienced persistent headached and hyperhidrosis with atomoxetine.

Pharmacogenetic testing looking for future therapy options congruent and incongruent with patient’s genetics:

MEDICATION TREATMENT PLAN supported by Pharmacogenetic report

DISCUSSION

Based on pharmacogenetic testing, the patient’s variant gene for COMT (enzyme responsible for maintaining homeostasis 

of dopamine and norepinephrine) was revealed to have potentially caused lack of response to methylphenidate, as it may 

be catalyzing breakdown of dopamine at a higher-than-ideal rate and thus resulting in therapeutic failure.3 The patient’s 

genetic variant for CYP2D6 (hepatic metabolic enzyme involved in clearing active drug from plasma) was revealed to have 

likely caused the accumulation of atomoxetine, resulting in toxicity and adverse effects (headache and hyperhidrosis).



The patient was hesitant to try additional therapies given these experiences but was reassured by her pharmacogenetic test 

results. These results validated her experience and increased both her and her parents’ receptivity to a trial of a new therapy, 

which is one of the key benefits of pharmacogenetic testing. It was further reported by the parents that had 

pharmacogenetic testing not been done, simply having a conversation with their daughter on future treatment would have 

been highly unlikely. 



The patient was revealed to have genetics congruent with response and acceptable tolerance to lisdexamfetamine. Coupled 

with treatment guidelines and clinician judgement, this was deemed to be an appropriate therapy. Prior to order the 

pharmacogenetic test, the next treatment being considered was guanfacine, which may have caused adverse effects and 

worsened the patient’s treatment journey had it been used.


 Treatment initiation was associated with mild transient nausea that was attenuated by administering dose with toast 

and a glass of wate

 Dose up titrations (to 30 mg and 40 mg, respectively) were well tolerate

 Patient’s disruptive behaviour has subsided (as confirmed by teachers per parents

 Patient’s focus has improved, and her grades are trending toward an average of 70-75% compared to 50-60% when 

previously untreated

Outcome and follow-up

The following dosing was used: Lisdexamfetamine

40 mg PO QAM for week five and 
beyond

20 mg PO QAM for first two weeks 30 mg PO QAM for weeks three 
and four

ADHD - Stimulants and Non-Stimulants

Atomoxetine


Guanfacine


Methylphenidate

Amphetamine


Dextroamphetamine


Lisdexamfetamine
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DISCUSSION Include a very brief review of similar published cases

DISCUSSION Include a very brief review of similar published cases

Should this patient require a therapy change in the future, her pharmacogenetic report can be reviewed to consider other 

congruent options, such as dextroamphetamine.



A related case discusses the experience of a 6-year-old boy diagnosed with ADHD that was prescribed standard dose 

methylphenidate which resulted in adverse effects. Pharmacogenetic testing revealed variants that guided towards lower 

dose methylphenidate, which ultimately resulted in a favourable benefit/risk ratio.4

 Trial-and-error prescribing can result in treatment delays that can result in patient resistance to further trials and 

worsen clinical and functional outcomes

 Pharmacogenetic testing can be an important supporting tool in the holistic evaluation and management of younger 

patients and their parents/caregiver

 Pharmacogenetic testing can potentially expedite treatment initiation with a favourable risk/reward rati

 Pharmacogenetic testing can validate prior experiences, which can increase receptivity and adherence to future 

treatment decisions

 Context: Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder: Diagnosis and management: Guidance [Internet]. NICE. National 

Institute for Health and Care Excellence; 2018 [cited 2022Mar11]. Available from: https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/

ng87/chapter/Context

 https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng87/chapter/Recommendations#diagnosi

 Ozturk O, Alacam H, Basay BK, Basay O, Buber A, Ay OI, et al. The Effect of Single Dose Methylphenidate on 

Neurometabolites according to COMT Gene Val158Met Polymorphism in the Patient with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity  

Disorder: A Study Using Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. Clin Psychopharmacol Neurosci. 2016 May 31;14(2):184-93

 Tan-Kam T, Suthisisang C, Pavasuthipaisit C, Limsila P, Puangpetch A, Sukasem C. Importance of pharmacogenetics in 

the treatment of children with attention deficit hyperactive disorder: a case report. Pharmgenomics Pers Med. 2013;6:3-7.

LEARNING POINTS

REFERENCES

If you choose to take this medication, 
consider a 50% dose reduction.

Preliminary Data Recommendation

You have a variant in gene: CYP3A4

ADHD - Stimulants and Non-Stimulants

Intuniv XR

Guanfacine
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26-Year-Old Male with Co-Morbid Treatment-Resistant GAD and MDD

Mental Health Case Study 2

Personal Details
 26-year-old male diagnosed with generalized anxiety and major depressive 

disorder two years ag

 Key symptoms: excessive worry, guilt, low mood and fatigue

 Regularly misses work, and has retreated from normal social activitie

 Initially prescribed escitalopram shortly after diagnosis, but experienced heart 

palpitations and so discontinued us

 Subsequently tried other therapies that have either lacked effectiveness  

(fluoxetine) or have caused bothersome side effects (venlafaxine

 Over the last six months, has relied on smoked cannabis to help manage his 

symptoms, but still reports poor and worsening overall control of symptoms

Pharmacogenetic testing corroborated previous medication trials and contributed to finding a well-tolerated, effective 

therapy that allowed him to improve his symptoms, functioning and work attendance

According to the NHS, one in four adults experiences a diagnosable mental health concern in any given year. Indeed, mental 

health concerns are the greatest cause of disability in the UK and individuals affected tend to have worsened physical 

health conditions, die 15-20 years early and incur much greater costs than those without mental health illness.1 



This case is important because it illustrates the difficulties and common consequences associated with trial-and-error 

prescribing in mental health conditions, including worsening symptomatology, absenteeism, and self-initiated, potentially 

problematic use of cannabis. Given heightened societal awareness of mental health concerns coupled with emerging 

interest in medical cannabis, this scenario casts a light on the suboptimal practices currently relied upon by health care 

practitioners and suggests that pharmacogenetic testing can compliment guidelines and professional judgement to 

improve patient outcomes.

 Diagnosis at age 24 (2 years ago) of both GAD and MDD due to excessive worry, 

guilt, low mood and fatigu

 Citalopram was initially tried for 5 weeks but was stopped due to heart 

palpitations

 Currently using smoked cannabis 1-2 times daily with mild benefi

 Venlafaxine was next tried over a period of 8 weeks but stopped due to persistent insomnia despite AM administratio

 Fluoxetine was next tried over a period of 4 months but stopped due to lack of response

History of Present Illness
Chief Complaint

Co-morbid major depressive 
disorder and generalised anxiety 

disorder

Past Medical History
None 

Allergies
NKA

Medications
Smokes high THC cannabis 1-2x 

per day


BACKGROUND
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 Lives in apartment with his girlfrien

 Works full-time as a book-keeping associate at a local grocery stor

 2-3 servings of caffeine per da

 3-5 servings of alcohol per wee

 Smokes cannabis 1-2x per da

 Does not consume nicotine containing products


Social History

 Lung cancer (father)

Family History

 No significant findings (central nervous system, head-eyes-ear-nose-throat, cardiovascular, respiratory, 

gastrointestinal, genitourinary, endocrine, musculoskeletal, dermatologic systems)

Physical Assessment

Pharmacogenetic testing validated past trials:

Pharmacogenetic testing reveals which medications and doses have the highest likelihood of treatment success for patients 

based on their unique genetic profile. Treatment success is based on predicted tolerability and effectiveness of the medication.

InvestigationsLabs
GAD-7 score = 
PHQ-9 score = 

14

17


All parameters within normal 
ranges

Vital Signs
126/83 mmHg, HR 79, Temp 

36.7°C, RR 18

PHARMACOGENETIC TESTING 

You may have an increased risk of side effects from 
this medication, including a potentially fatal 
abnormality in the heart’s electrical activity (QT 
prolongation). People with this gene variant should 
not exeed a dose of 20 mg/day.

Poor Metabolizer

You have a variant in gene: CYP2C19

Antidepressants - SSRI

Celexa

Citalopram
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Select an alternative medication. If you choose to 
take this medication, plasmametabolite levels and 
clinical response should be closely monitored to guide 
dose adjustments.


Poor Metabolizer

This medication may not be effective for you.

You have a variant in gene: COMT

You may have a reduced response to this medication.

You have a variant in gene: FKBP5

Antidepressants - SSRI

Prozac

Fluoxetine

Recall that patient experienced insomnia on venlafaxine.

Recall that patient experienced a lack of effect with fluoxetine. 



Pharmacogenetic testing looking for future therapy options congruent and incongruent with patient’s genetics:

Antidepressants - Others

Lithium


Trazodone

Bupropion

Antidepressants - SNRI


Duloxetine 

Venlafaxine

Levomilnacipran


Milnacipran

Antidepressants - SSRI


Fluoxetine


Fluvoxamine


Sertraline


Vilazodone


Vortioxetine

Citalopram


Escitalopram


Paroxetine

Recall that patient experienced palpitations with citalopram.

You have a variant in gene: CYP2D6

Antidepressants - SNRI

Effexor XR

Venlafaxine
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Pharmacogenetic testing revealed preliminary cannabis-gene insights that may help initiate clinician-patient dialogue 
pertaining to use:

Chronic/lifetime cannabis users with this variant 
may have an increased risk of cognitive defects 
and decreased brain volumes.



Preliminary Data Recommendation

You have a variant in gene: CNR1

You may have an increased risk of lung cancer 
from smoking. Consider using non-inhalation 
based mechanisms of consuming cannabinoids.

You may have an increased risk of lung cancer 
from smoking. Consider using non-inhalation 
based mechanisms of consuming cannabinoids.



Preliminary Data Recommendation

Preliminary Data Recommendation

You have a variant in gene: CYP1A1

You have a variant in gene: EPHX1

Cannabinoids

Cannabis

Cannabis

Psychotropics 2nd Generation Antipsychotics


Asenapine


Lurasidone


Paliperidone


Quetiapine


Ziprasidone

Aripiprazole


Brexpiprazole


Clozapine


Iloperidone


Olanzapine


Risperidone
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 Patient has experienced considerable improvement  12 weeks after initial consult and has returned to regular work 

attendance in addition to starting to re-engage in social relation

 Current scores on validated scales:


o	PHQ-9 score = 8 (was 17)


o	GAD-7 score = 7 (was 14)


•	Current treatments:


o	Bupropion 24-hour release formulation 300 mg QAM


o	Vaporized cannabis (14 % CBD / 7 % THC) reduced to two to three times weekly


Outcome and follow-up

Bupropion 

Dose increased to 300 mg QAM 
thereafter based on partial 
response at 150 mg

(24 hours release formulation) 
was initiated with dual 
indications in MDD (1st line) and 
GAD (2nd line), given favourable 
gene-drug congruency

Dosing initiated at 150 mg QAM x 
6 weeks


For cannabis, patient was advised to: Cannabis

Gradually reduce use over time 
as bupropion’s beneficial effect 
becomes known


Cannabis use discouraged given 
possible genetic none 
congruence and family history of 
lung cancer

If continued - use strains with 
higher concentration of CBD given 
possible genetic non-congruence, 
and anxiety-worsening effects 
generally associated with THC use



MEDICATION TREATMENT PLAN supported by Pharmacogenetic report

Recall that patient uses a high-THC strain of cannabis.

Your Preliminary Data Recommendation for Cannabis Strains:

Select a strain with high CBD

Based on the results of your test it is recommended you choose products with a higher CBD content to achieve 
an expected CBD to THC ratio. Your CBD to THC ratio would otherwise be lower than normal population.

Dose and Type Recommendations Based on the Individual's Unique Genetic Profile:

NOTE: This information is based on preliminary data.

Recall that patient smokes cannabis and has a family history of lung cancer.
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DISCUSSION

Based on pharmacogenetic testing, the patient’s genetic variant for liver enzyme CYP2C19 resulted in poor metabolism of 
citalopram, resulting in accumulation and toxicity, manifesting as heart palpitations. Similarly, patient’s genetic variant for 
liver enzyme CYP2D6 resulted in poor metabolism of venlafaxine, which was the likely cause of his insomnia.



The patient’s genetic variant for COMT (enzyme responsible for maintaining homeostasis of dopamine and norepinephrine 
in the brain) appears to be partially responsible for the lack of response to fluoxetine, even though the mechanism appears 
poorly understood. Furthermore, the patient’s genetic variant for FKBP5 (protein involved in regulating glucocorticoid 
receptors and the subsequent interaction between the HPA-axis and the serotonergic system) appears to have also 
contributed to the non-response to fluoxetine.



As it relates to his cannabis use, the patient also has gene variants that have preliminary associations with lung cancer 
(metabolic enzymes CYP1A1 and EPHX1) and therefore the smoked route of administration may have been exposing him to 
unnecessary risk.



The patient reported frustration with conventional medications, and it appears that his negative medication experiences 
worsened his symptoms. As a result, he had conducted his own lay research online regarding alternatives, which led to his 
self-initiation of smoked cannabis. After being educated on the genetic mechanisms implicated in medication and cannabis 
response, he was open to re-trying conventional medication, albeit using a more precise approach. Without 
pharmacogenetic testing catalyzing a new intervention, there is a likelihood that the patient’s condition would have 
continued to deteriorate. 



In terms of new treatment, the patient was started on bupropion given his predicted genetic congruency and its established 
utility in treatment guidelines for both MDD and GAD. Note that bupropion is metabolized through liver enzyme CYP2B6, 
which contrasts with most antidepressants, as they are primarily metabolized through CYP2C19 and/or CYP2D6.



As it relates to his cannabis use, it was felt that changing route of administration (smoked to vaporized) was a reasonable 
risk reduction strategy, particularly when considering his positive family history. Additionally, since THC can worsen anxiety 
(as opposed to CBD), it was felt that a change in cannabis strain was advisable in order to obtain an ideal THC:CBD ratio 
and appeared to further be supported by preliminary genetic data.



Should this patient require a therapy change in the future, his pharmacogenetic report can be reviewed to consider other 
options in the future.



Similar case reports in the settings of both MDD2 and MDD/GAD3, respectively, have been described in which 
pharmacogenetic testing played a significant role in ascertaining tolerated, effective pharmacotherapy, though cannabis 
was not implicated in either case.







DISCUSSION
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 Trial-and-error prescribing can result in treatment delays that can result in worsened outcome

 Pharmacogenetic testing can validate previous medication experiences, and can be a highly useful tool in building 

patient-provider trus

 Pharmacogenetic testing can not only reduce the risk of selecting therapies with a higher individualized likelihood of 

adverse effects, but can also increase the chances that patients will experience significant clinical improvements in 

mood and anxiety when added to usual car

 Self-guided medical cannabis use can cause to harm, and employing pharmacogenetic testing can help clinicians start 

a conversation about appropriate use


LEARNING POINTS
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